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chamber. A dozen are generally suspended at a time. In ness, perforated with small holes. These shells have an in
order to obtain a uniform action upon all parts of the pieces, side diameter of about 5 inches, and the cloth is rolled upon 
it is necessary to change their position occasionally; forthis them tightly, so as to form rolls of 12 to 13 inches diameter. 
purpose there are pinions on the ends of the iron rods which In this way much space is saved, because 25 pieces can be 
gear one into another, so that by turning one of them by placed where only eight or nine have room if hung in the 
means of an outer handle the whole series of pinions are like- former sacks. The chamber is here supposed to be one about 
wise turned, and the pieces therefore moved. Whell all the 3 yarus high above the false bottom, 2� yards long, and 1� 
pieces are placed, the chamber is covered by a cloth, or a yard wide; the sides contain grooves, into which iron 
cover, or even by a hood, which allows the steam to escape frames can be slided and lifted out from above. Five such 
out of the chamber; sometimes the upper part is covered by frames, each containing five pieces, give a charge of twenty
an iron frame upon which a cloth is stretched, and which is five pieces. In other respects this chamber is like the pre
screwed down entirely steam-tight. As soon as the steam is vious ones. It is evident that though space, and, conse
admitted the false bottom of cloth assumes a more or less quently, steam are saved, the result may be unsatisfactory on 
convex form, in proportion as the pressure is higher or account of the tightness of the rolling, which must prevent 
lower. A steam·pipe communicates with a gauge placed the steam penetrating with the same ease as in the previously 
outside which indicates the degree of pressure. 

I 
mentioned arrangements.-Textile Manufacturer. 

In pl�ces where the steam condenses easily, it is considered 
best to give the chamber the construction shown in Fig. 3, GREEN ON COTTON WARPS page 2274; it is then covered with a tight-fitting lid, and at . 
one end a wooden shaft attached, in which burn one or two THE wool is first carefully dyed. Not to injure and burn 
gaslights in order to create a draught: in this manner the the cotton fiber the dose of sulphuric acid generally em
steam is kept dry and conveyed from the room. ployed is diminished, taking for 11 pounds of goods-Sul-

Another modification in the construction of this chamber phate of soda, 26 ozs. j sulphuric acid, 511 ozs.; extract of 
is to surmount it with a hollow iron cover which contains Illdigo, 8% ozs. ; turmeric, 7 ozs. Having thus obtained a 
steam; the object of this is to prevent condensation on and green w hich may be modified to the exact shade required by 

change in the last five years that possibly that country is 
about to become our most formidable rival. Political econo
mists have often pointed out that the inability of America to 
compete with Europe in manufacturing has been due, not to 
the greater cost of the raw material, which in some cases she 
obtains more cheaply, but because capital and labor have 
hitherto commanded a higher remuneration on the other 
side of the Atlantic. This discrepancy scarcely exists at 
present. Since the war capital has accumulated to an extent 
previously unknown. The effect of this accumulation was 
concealed for some years by a speculative expansion of trade 
and the general inflation of prices caused by a paper cur
rency. But the inevitable contraction has followed, and 
capital is now compelled to accept a rate of interest little if 
at all above our standard. The decline in the price of labor 
since the crisis of 1873 has been still more remarkable. For 
the first time in the history of the United States skilled labor 
only commands the English scale of wages, and in some 
cases has fallen even lower. It seems not unlikely that 
American competition will be especially felt in our two lead
ing industries-cotton and iron. In the first the American 
manufacturer starts with a slight advantage in the cost of 
the raw material, the freight frifln the Southern plantations 
to the mills in New England being somewhat less th:m to 
Liverpool. This, however, is balanced by the superior fit-

SUGGESTIONS IN DECORATIVE ART.-BRACKET PIANO CANDLESTICK.-FTom the Workshop. 

dropping from the underside of the cover. The rack carry
ing the hollow rollers may also be made to roll in and out 
upon wheels, so that the whole may be charged outside and 
then wheeled in; thus a frameful may always be ready ' and 
more work turned (lut with one chamber. In place of the 
rolls of cloth, the latter is sometimes also hooked upon frames 
such as are used for indigo dyeing; this has the advantage 
of entirely preventing any damage by dropping, but is a 
slow process, and therefore only resorted to in special cases. 
This frame is too well known to require any further de
scription. 

Moleskins are sometimes steamed under high pressure i n  
a similar chamber, o r  rather boiler, which has to sustain a 
pressure of 45 to 60 lbs. The condensed water is then car
ried off by a pipe placed at the bottom. The doors through 
which the frame containing the rolls of pieces are admitted 
are.made steam-tight by means of India-rubber rings upon 
:vhlCh .they close. An important addition to this apparatus 
IS an aIr-valve, which must be opened when it is intended to 
cool the chamber, otherwise the doors could not be opened 
on account of the external pressure. 

Richards' chamber is illustrated in Fig. 4. The peculiarity 
of .this is th� manner of suspending the pieces; instead of 
beIllg hung III the form of sacks, as shown .in Fig. 2, they 
are here rolled upon a copper shell of about � inch thick-

the addition of more or less extract of indigo or turmeric, a 

second beck is prepared with-Sumac, 21l1bs.; fustic, 10� 
ozs. The garments are worked in this beck for two hours, 
drained, and finally cotton dyed to shade in a water, to which 
the clear solution of % oz. to 1 oz. methyl green has been 
added. If necessary a little log wood may be added to the 
green bath to darken the color.-La Teinturier Pratique. 

BRACKET PIANO CANDLESTICK, DESIGNED BY 
IHNE & STEGMULLER, BERLIN. 

THE material of this bracket is plain yellow or red brass, 
with a galvanoplastic coating of nickel or brass, or in richer 
execution of silver, parcel gilt. The motive of the cornuco· 
pia serving to receive the light is not uncommon; it is met 
with as a wrou�ht-iron torch-bearer in the court of the Bar
gello Museum, III Florence.-The Workshop. 

AMERICAN COMPETITION WITH ENGLAND. 
IN a discussion of the prospects of English manufactures, 

the London Economist comes to the comfortable conclusion 
that little is to be feared from the rest of Europe. In the 
United States, however, it goes on to say, the conditions of 
industrial production have undergone such a considerable 
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ness of our climate for spinning, owing to its humidity. 
The cost of working the machinery is probably a far more 
important item. In New England the mills are principally 
run by water power, against steam in Lancashire, and the 
relative price at which this power is obtained will go far to 
decide which country can manufacture cotton the cheapest. 
At any rate, if the decision is in favor of steam, the Ameri
can factories will have to be built in closer proximity to the 
coal fields than at present. The following are the values of 
cotton manufactures exported from the States in the year of 
the panic and for the last two seasons; 

1873 . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  £610,000 
1876 . ... ......................... ..... . 1,540,000 
1877 . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . .  2, 040,000 

This increase was no doubt largely due to the inability of 
American manufacturers to get rid of their stocks at home, 
and the goods may have been sold at a heavy loss, but future 
developments deserve to be carefully watched. The United 
States possess no special advantages in the production of 
iroll, and, notwithstanding the fall in labor 'and capital, it is 
doubtful if they can yet compete with us in cheapness of 
production. When we hear of Americans taking contracts 
for locomotives at prices which English makers are com
pelled to decline, it 18 manifestly not a question of the cost 
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